Lucy's "Super" Cape Pattern

Use worsted weight yarn, about 1.5 ounces (this is about 68 yards)
Plus small amount of contrasting color for "S" symbol.
Knitting needles, US # 13, crochet hook size K
This fits an average size cat.
Gauge is about 3 sts to 1 inch

Cape measures about 7½” wide at top neck, and 14½” wide at bottom of cape.

Starting at neck of cape, cast on 22 sts.
Work 3 rows of * k 1, p 1 * ribbing.
Next row - Knitting across, increase 1 st in each st across. (44 sts)
Knit each row until 8 inches from beginning. Bind off loosely.

Ties - (make 2) With size K hook, make a chain about 8 inches long. Sew narrow end of each tie to top cast on edge of ribbing at neck.

"S" shape - with contrasting color, and crochet hook, make a chain about 6" inches long. Fasten off, form into an "S" shape on side, or on top back of cape. Sew in place. Weave in yarn ends to wrong side.

Lucy will be using this for her Halloween costume!

Come and visit us at Frugal Knitting Haus for hundreds of patterns of all kinds for Lucy’s larger human knitting friends.
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